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Get full step-by-step instructions on how to have a 
Bob Ross painting night at home, including a list of 

materials and where to stream, at

makeadateofit*com/blog/bob-ross-date
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happy little trees

When:                Where:
Let's learn a little something from Bob Ross 

Bob R
oss Quote Match
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That's a crooked tree. We'll send him to a
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aThe only thing worse than yellow snow is
You need the dark in order to show the 

is everywhere. you only have to look to see it.
There's nothing wrong with having                      as a friend.
If you practice enough you could paint                      with a two-inch brush.a
If I paint                      I don't want to have to explain what it is.
We're like drug dealers... get everybody absolutely addicted to

PAINTING 
WASHINGTON
THE MONA LISA 

SOMETHING
A TREE
BEAUTY

GREEN SNOW
LIGHT
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DIRECTIONS: Match the correct word from the word bank with 
the correct quote. Answers are on the bottom.

ANSWERS: (top to bottom) Washington / green snow / light / 
beauty / a tree / The Mona Lisa / something / painting



Body Paint

The World is Your Canvas

Homemade Chocolate

c
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1/3 cup raw cocoa powder
1/3 cup butter
1/3 cup sugar
1/3 cup water
pinch of salt

1) Happy Trees
2) A Baby Squirrel
3) Fluffy Clouds
4) A Deer
5) Mountains
6) A Waterfall
7) A River
8) A Sunset
9) A Cabin
10) A Campfire

1) Chest
2) Lower Back
3) Arm
4) Thigh
5) Neck
6) Shoulder Blade
7) Stomach
8) Shoulder
9) Hand
10) Wildcard

Melt butter over low heat. Stir in Sugar, Cocoa, 
Water, and Salt. Allow ingredients to dissolve and 
turn glossy. Pour into a bowl or jar and use the 
paint with a CLEAN makeup brush or your fingers.

If the paint solidifies, melt in the microwave at 15 
second intervals. Let cool before use.

Change it up!

Use coffee instead of water, add 
a tablespoon of flavored booze, or 
use coffee syrups to change up 

the taste.

DIRECTIONS: Use edible body paint to draw on each other using your fingers or a clean brush. 
Have your partner pick a number between one and ten, then draw the coordinating item on the 

coordinating body part. Afterwards, eat up!

A Bedroom Game
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happy little trees

Join me for a painting date:    

When:      

Where:

Let's learn a little something from Bob Ross 


